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I. Shade the circle of the preposition that can best complete each sentence.
1. Julliana lives ____________ Sikatuna Road.
O in
O on

O at

2. Earl will be ready to leave ______________ about five minutes.
O in
O on
O at
3. Since Maria met her new neighbor, she never seems to be _____________ home.
O in
O on
O at
4. The toddler responded to her mother’s demands _____________ throwing a tantrum.
O with
O by
O from
5. Mother thinks Samantha spent the entire afternoon ____________ the phone.
O in
O on
O at
6. I will wait ______________ 8:00 p.m. then I’m going home.
O from
O at
O until
7. The soldiers caught the criminals_____________ the corner of Sampaguita Street.
O in
O at
O from
8. My fingers were injured, so my sister had to write the notes __________ me.
O for
O with
O to
9. My parents are not interested ___________ buying a second-hand house now.
O to
O for
O in
10. Please tell me the core ingredients ______________ this dish.
O about
O to
O of
11. My cousin Eve is named _____________ our aunt.
O after
O to

O about

12. Princess stayed up ___________ three this morning.
O since
O for

O until

13. Charles sings___________ the church.
O from
O within

O at

14. Franc is reading books_________ his bedroom.
O of
O inside

O by

15. A wooden wheel is mounted _____________ the wall.
O on
O at

O in

II.A Write IF on the blank if the sentence indicates information and IT if it gives instruction.
____________16. Turn left to reach the market.
____________17. Philippines is surrounded with beautiful sceneries.
____________18. High dosage drugs are dangerous to use.
____________19. Shade the circle of your answer.
____________20. Lock the door as you go.
____________21. Fold the mat into half.
____________22. Kiddiehaus of Learning will be soon accepting Senior High School students.
____________23. Students are not allowed anymore to answer assignments at home.
____________24.The U.S. president will conduct a meeting with the ASEAN leaders.
____________25. Write your name on the upper right corner of the paper.
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B. Identify if the sentences below are written properly observing the proper grammar, spelling,
capitalization and punctuation. Write C on the blanks if the sentences are correctly constructed
and X if not.
_________26. nicolos joseph cugnot invented the “car” in 1769.
_________27. Dinosaurs ruled Earth for over 120 million years.
_________28. Soy milk is made from soybeans?
_________29. Two astronauts landed on the moon in 1969.
_________30. An integer is a whole number that is not a fraction.
_________31. I am proud that i am from the philippines .
_________32. kiddiehaus of learning is a school with values
_________33. Measles is an acute viral disease.
_________34. A polygon is a plane figure, and it has many angles.
_________35. I’m schooling in the bestest universities.
III.A Write on the lines 5 declarative sentences in response to the following questions. (2 pts. each)
1. What makes you smile? ______________________________________________________________________
2. What do you do on weekend? _______________________________________________________________
3. Where do you shop often? __________________________________________________________________
4. What grade are you in? _____________________________________________________________________
5. What is your best trait? ______________________________________________________________________
B. Rewrite on the line each sentence. The word in the parentheses tells what kind of sentence each
one is. Observe proper punctuation.
1. don’t be late for your appointment (imperative)
________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. the heavy downpour caused traffic (declarative)
________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. we won (exclamatory)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
4. have you seen a shooting star (interrogative)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5. sailing under the moonlight is romantic (declarative)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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